Precision medicine holds great promise to harness genetic and epigenetic cues for targeted treatment of a variety of diseases, ranging from many types of cancers, neurodegenerative diseases, to cardiovascular diseases. The proteomic profiles resulting from the unique genetic and epigenetic signatures represent a class of relatively well accessible molecular targets for both interrogation (e.g., diagnosis, prognosis) and intervention (e.g., targeted therapy) of these diseases. Aptamers are promising for such applications by specific binding with cognate disease biomarkers. Nucleic acid aptamers are a class of DNA or RNA with unique three-dimensional conformations that allow them to specifically bind with target molecules. Aptamers can be relatively easily screened, reproducibly manufactured, programmably designed, and chemically modified for various biomedical applications, including targeted therapy. Aptamers can be chemically modified to resist enzymatic degradation or optimize their pharmacological behaviors, which ensured their chemical integrity and bioavailability under physiological conditions. In this review, we will focus on recent progress and discuss the challenges and opportunities in the research areas of aptamer-based targeted therapy in the forms of aptamer therapeutics and aptamer-drug conjugates (ApDCs).
binding affinities with dissociation constants (K d s) typically in the picoto nanomolar range [21] . Resolution of the atomic structures of aptamer/target complexes suggested that such strong aptamer-target binding can be attributed to a combination of noncovalent interactions such as van der Waals force, hydrogen bonding, and stacking interactions [4, [22] [23] [24] [25] .
Why aptamers?
Advancements in nucleic acid chemistry have resulted in the development of versatile tools for chemical modification and bioconjugation. Such tools have further empowered aptamers as candidates of molecular theranostic agents via, for example, expanding the library diversity for aptamer screening, dramatically enhancing the biostability of nucleic acid aptamers, lowering the dissociation rate of aptamers from target molecules and thus increasing their binding affinities, tagging aptamers with fluorogenic or radioisotope reporters, and conjugating aptamers with therapeutic agents for targeted drug delivery. Importantly, many of these chemical modifications or bioconjugations can be automated on a DNA/RNA synthesizer or can be conducted under biofriendly conditions [26, 27] . These tools pave the way for aptamers to be developed for versatile biomedical applications such as bioimaging and targeted therapy.
As a class of molecular ligands, aptamers have some characteristic features compared with other classes of ligands such as antibodies or peptides [11] . Aptamers can be screened for a wide array of molecular targets, including toxins or poorly immunogenic targets that are difficult to generate antibodies against or screen peptides by phage display. Aptamer screening is efficient (ideally can be within a week) and costeffective. Current technologies of automated DNA/RNA synthesis also enable easy, cost-effective, large-scale manufacture and automated chemical modification of aptamers with low batch-to-batch variations. The relatively simple chemical structures of aptamers entail full conformational recovery even after thermal or chemical denaturation. Aptamers typically have a long shelf life. Further, the nature of nucleic acid aptamers permits straightforward antidote development [28, 29] . These features make aptamers intriguing for targeted therapy. In addition, aptamers have been widely utilized in many other biomedical scenarios, including in vitro bioanalysis and in vitro diagnostics (IVD), bioimaging, biomarker discovery, and aptamer-aided drug discovery.
In this article, we will primarily discuss the development and applications of aptamers in targeted therapy.
Aptamer development
Aptamers are often developed via SELEX [1, 2] for a variety of molecular or cellular targets (Fig. 1) . The past few decades have witnessed the advancement of genetics and proteomics that have mapped out the profile of upregulated biomarkers in many diseases, including many types of cancers. Aptamers have been screened for a wide variety of these disease-related biomarkers (Table 1) such as epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) [30] [31] [32] , human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) [33] , prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA) [34] , protein tyrosine kinase (PTK7) [35] , and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [36] , all of which are important biomarkers for diseases including cancer. Aptamer AS1411 that binds to nucleolin [37] was discovered serendipitously, rather than by screening. Aptamer screening has substantially benefited from technology advancement in chemical or enzymatic nucleic acid synthesis and amplification (e.g., PCR), sequencing, as well as bioinformatic analysis. For example, by taking advantage of technology platforms such as capillary electrophoresis [38] , microfluidics [39] , and flow cytometry [40, 41] , the isolation of aptamer candidate probes during selection can be further facilitated. SELEX may even be automated so that aptamers can be identified ideally within only a few days [42] .
Aptamer screening can be conducted using known molecular targets, such as proteins or peptides or small molecules. Using this strategy, aptamers have been identified for various disease-related biomarkers, such as interleukin 6 receptor (IL-6R) [43] , PSMA [34] , and VEGF [36] . An obvious advantage of directly using molecular targets for aptamer screening is that the resulting aptamers are certainly able to bind to the corresponding targets. To ensure binding selectivity of aptamers, a negative screening using non-target molecules can be performed to remove any unwanted ligands that binds to these non-target molecules as well. To screen aptamers against molecular targets that are exposed on cell surfaces or in tumor tissues, SELEX has also been conducted using cell fragments, live cells [44] [45] [46] , or even tumor tissues [47] . For instance, cell-SELEX was developed to use whole live cells to screen aptamers for specific target cells [40] , including diseased cells [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] 45, 48, 49] . One prominent characteristic of Cell-SELEX is its ability to generate aptamers for any cells of interest without reliance on the prior knowledge of their molecular signatures. Further, aptamers can be identified for cell surface functional molecules which require cofactors or post-translational modifications to configure functional conformations on cell surfaces. Moreover, cell-SELEX can in turn be used for the discovery of biomarkers that are previously unknown or whose roles in pathogenesis have not been recognized yet [46, 50] . Interestingly, aptamers can not only be used as targeting ligands, but also as therapeutics. A good example is pegaptanib (i.e., Macugen®), an VEGF 165 -inhibiting aptamer that was approved by FDA to treat agerelated macular degeneration (AMD) [36] .
Versatile biomedical applications of aptamers
Aptamers have been explored for a wide range of biomedical applications. The high specificity of aptamer-mediated molecular recognition entails their application to distinguish subtle molecular differences, which may be fundamentally critical under situations such as IVD and diagnostic imaging for patient stratification to select patient responders to a certain targeted therapy. A proof of such concept is using aptamers to distinguish three different but closely-related and morphologically similar types of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) cells [16] . In this study, an aptamer was identified to selectively bind to target AML cells spiked in bone marrow aspirates, but not to the two subtypes of nontarget AML cells. Such ability to precisely distinguish the molecular signatures could empower the elucidation of molecular basis underlying biological development and pathogenesis.
IVD might be one of the most extensively explored areas for aptamer-based biomedical applications [85] [86] [87] . This is in a large part motivated by the unique advantages of aptamers over antibodies or peptide ligand counterparts, in terms of, for example, probe screening, synthesis, modification, and stability including recoverability after denaturation. For instance, aptamers can be developed into aptasensors that sensitively and selectively report the presence of cognate targets [88] . Such concept can be expanded and combined with nanobiotechnology, microfluidics, as well as synthetic biology [89] . For instance, aptamer-coated microfluidics have been studied to detect, enrich, and isolate target cells, such as circulating tumor cells (CTCs) [90] [91] [92] .
Aside from in vitro detection, aptamers have also been explored for in vivo bioimaging [93] . Bioimaging is critical for disease diagnosis, prognosis, patient stratification, as well as the evaluation of therapy responses. Compared with antibodies, the ease of bioconjugation, fast tissue penetration, and rapid body clearance represent potential advantages of aptamers for applications in bioimaging. By modifying aptamers with fluorescent dyes, radioisotopes, or magnetic nanomaterial reporters, aptamers have been explored for molecular imaging by optical bioimaging [94, 95] , positron emission tomography (PET) or singlephoton emission computed tomography (SPECT) [33, 93, [96] [97] [98] , as well as MRI [99, 100] .
Aptamers have also been developed as therapeutics. Examples are aptamers for the treatment of AMD (e.g., pegaptanib), treatment of cancer (e.g., AS1411), and as anticoagulants (e.g., pegnivacogin). Aptamers can also aid the screening of small molecule compounds against drug targets, especially those conventionally regarded as undruggable. The elucidation of the tertiary structures of aptamer/target complexes (e.g., thrombin [22, 23] , HIV TAR [24] , and NF-κB [25] ) has facilitated the understanding of aptamer-target interactions at the molecular and atomic levels and assisted structure-based drug discovery. For instance, using aptamers as either templates or substitutes, the compounds that can compete with aptamers for binding to target molecules can then be identified as drug candidates in high-throughput drug screening [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] . Aptamers have facilitated the studies of nucleic acid molecular biology, which in the long term could facilitate aptamers′ contributions to biomedical applications. For example, RNA aptamers were screened to specifically bind with a fluorogenic dye derived from green fluorescence protein (GFP), as such this dye derivative can fluoresce upon binding with these RNA aptamers [111, 112] . By tuning the chromatographic spectra of dye derivatives, aptamers have been developed to emit fluorescence signals of a broad spectrum of wavelengths. This group of aptamers essentially established a toolbox of the RNA mimics of fluorescent proteins, and have interesting indications for studying RNA biology [89, 113, 114] .
Another interesting application of aptamers is the discovery of biomarkers, largely because aptamers can be selected by cell-SELEX without prior knowledge of the molecular identities. For example, a biotinylated aptamer, sgc8 [13] , was utilized to identify PTK7 in many types of cancer cells. The biology of PTK7, a pseudokinase without tyrosine kinase activity, was previously rarely studied [35, 115] . The discovery, enabled by aptamers, of the differentiation of PTK7 expression in cancer cells and many healthy cells (except stem cells) implied potential correlation of upregulated PTK7 expression in cancer development and the potential value of PTK7 as a diagnosis or therapy targets.
Aptamers as therapeutics
Aptamers per se have also been developed as therapeutics. Such therapeutic aptamers can readily modulate the biological pathways for the intervention of many types of diseases such as cancer, infectious diseases, and cardiovascular diseases. Pegaptanib (Macugen®) is one example, which was approved by the U.S. FDA to treat AMD. Pegaptanib is an anti-VEGF antagonist RNA aptamer of 28 nucleotides in length. VEGF binds and activates its receptors that are primarily on vascular endothelial cells, induces angiogenesis, and increases vascular permeability and inflammation, leading to neovascular (wet) form of AMD. Pegaptanib sodium solution is intravitreally injected to treat AMD by blocking VEGF. Note that, to increase its in vivo half-life, pegaptanib is PEGylated by conjugating two 20-kilodalton (20 KDa) monomethoxy polyethylene glycol (PEG) units at the end of the aptamer molecule; and to increase the biostability of aptamer, pegaptanib is synthesized with 2′-deoxy-2′-fluoro cytidine and uridine, several 2′-deoxy-2′-OMethyl adenosine and guanosine, and an inverted dT to cap the 3′-end of the aptamer. Indeed, this aptamer was originally selected with 2′-fluoro purines and pyrimidines and further modified with 2′-O-methyl, and during the latter step, some RNA purines were found unable to be exchanged with 2-O-methyl.
For the development of aptamers as anticancer therapeutics, one example is AS1411 that has been under clinical testing for the treatment of cancers including AML [116] . Unlike many other aptamers, AS1411 was discovered not by SELEX, but serendipitously by screening antisense oligonucleotides for antiproliferation effect [117] . This 26-nucleotide AS1411 has only guanines and thymines, and forms guanine-mediated quadraplex structures in solution. This aptamer was thought to bind with nucleolin [118] and can be internalized into many types of cancer cells [119] . The underlying mechanisms of AS1411-mediated antiproliferation effect have not been fully understood, but have been shown to involve the inhibition of cell proliferation via multiple signaling pathways involving BCL-2 mRNA destabilization and NF-κB inhibition [119] . In addition to developing aptamers for direct interaction with cancer cells for cancer therapy, aptamers can also be developed to modulate the immune system and indirectly inhibit cancer cell growth for cancer therapy. Example of this class of aptamers include multimeric aptamers that binds to 4-1BB (CD137), a costimulatory factor that can be expressed on activated T cells and can enhance T cell proliferation, IL-2 secretion, survival and cytolytic activity of T cells [120] .
Aptamers therapeutics have also been developed for the intervention of infectious diseases by targeting proteins related to inflammation and immunity. For instance, HIV-1 viral infection was inhibited using a trans-activation response (TAR) nucleic acid decoy that is essentially an aptamer [121] , or by an aptamer selected against the TAR element [122] . In addition, aptamers have been developed for reverse transcriptase, HIV-1 Gag protein, nucleocapsid protein, integrase, Tat protein and gp120 [35, 36, 49] , all of which are closely related to viral infection. For example, gp120, a viral surface protein that mediates virus binding to target cells via CD4 receptor and a co-receptor such as CCR5 or CXCR4, has been studied as a molecular target and selected anti-gp120 aptamers that displayed viral inhibition abilities. Such aptamers with dual ability of binding and biological inhibition have been further explored for targeted delivery of viral inhibiting siRNA [158] , which will be discussed later.
In the broad area of cardiovascular diseases, aptamers have also been extensively sought after. For instance, aptamers have been developed for a panel of molecules involved in coagulation. For example, aptamers have been developed as anticoagulants by binding to and blocking Factor IXa (FIXa) (Fig. 2) [80] [81] [82] [83] 123] . Current clinical practice of anticoagulation uses heparin, which however has drawbacks such as the lack of safe and well-controllable antidotes. Indeed, 3-5% patients receiving the standard-of-care heparin treatment have haparininduced thrombocytopenia. Factor IX is an inactive precursor. In the contact pathway, the signal peptide of Factor IX is removed, and then Factor IX is glycosylated and cleaved by factor XIa, thus producing the active form of Factor IX; alternatively, in the tissue factor pathway, after signal peptide cleavage, glycosylated Factor IX is cleaved by factor VIIa to produce the active form. Activated FIXa processes factor X to factor Xa. IIIVa/IXa complexes convert Factor X to factor Xa, which is pivotal to assemble prothrombinase and generate thrombin on the surfaces of tissue factor-bearing cells and activated platelets. Under these physiological scenarios, anti-FIXa therapy may thus prevent the intravascular thrombosis that requires the contribution of intrinsic (contact) pathway. Towards this end, anti-FIXa aptamers have been developed. As an example, an anti-FIXa aptamer called pegnivacogin was developed to inhibit the function of FIXa to catalyze the conversion of FX to FXa [80] [81] [82] [83] 123] , which enables pegnivacogin to inhibit the intrinsic pathway activation and reduce the propagation of thrombin generation. Pegnivacogin is a 31-nucleotide RNA aptamer that is additionally PEGylated to increase blood circulation half-life, and modified with 2′-fluoro on pyrimidine (C, U) and an inverted dT on the 3′-end of the aptamer to enhance the biostability of the aptamer. Interestingly, the nucleic acid nature of this aptamer allowed straightforward development of an antidote against this anticoagulant aptamer, by simply using a strand of oligonucleotides that is complementary to part of the aptamer to disrupt the tertiary aptamer structure [81, 123, 124] . Pegnivacogin has been clinically investigated for applications such as prevention from arterial thrombosis or venous thrombosis. The phase I and II studies of pegnivacogin showed promising results, but the phase III trial had to be terminated due to serious side effects likely caused by PEG-induced allergy [83] . Nevertheless, if appropriately modified to have reasonable circulation half-life and safety, this aptamer should still be a valuable candidate of anticoagulant drugs.
Aptamer-drug conjugates (ApDCs) for targeted drug delivery
In addition to serving as therapeutics by themselves, aptamers have also been extensively studied as targeting ligands for drug delivery in the form of ApDCs. Compared with counterparts of antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) [125, 126] , a few of which have been already approved by US FDA for cancer treatment, ApDCs present multiple potential advantages. For example, aptamers can be chemically or enzymatically modified with versatile functional groups for bioconjugation with therapeutics or for optimization of biostability; aptamers can be recovered from some extreme thermal or chemical conditions for possible efficient bioconjugation; and the relatively small molecular weights of aptamers and ApDCs make them promising for faster and deeper tissue penetration than ADCs. Typical ApDCs are composed of three parts: aptamer ligands, drug moieties, and linkers between aptamers and the drug moieties. ApDCs have been studied for multiple modalities of therapy, such as chemotherapy, immunotherapy, radiotherapy, and phototherapy [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [136] . Depending on disease-related biomarkers, ApDCs can be applied in a wide range of diseases such as cancer and acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). In addition, the introduction of nanotechnology to ApDCs can further advance the development of ApDCs by increasing the drug loading capacity and passive drug delivery efficiency.
ApDCs for chemotherapy
Chemotherapy is one of the mainstream treatment modalities for cancer, and has dramatically improved the outcome of cancer treatment. A common limitation with conventional chemotherapy is their toxicity in healthy tissues and the consequent adverse side effects that narrow the therapeutic windows and compromise the overall therapeutic efficacy. Reducing the exposure of healthy tissues to these drugs is thus expected to reduce these side effects and improve therapeutic efficacy. Towards this goal, ApDC-mediated targeted drug delivery has been explored by specifically delivering drugs to diseased tissues or cells, but not/less to healthy tissues.
The programmability and ease of synthesis and modification of aptamers permit versatile designs of ApDCs. For instance, since a welldefined aptamer/drug ratio is critical to achieve consistently high efficiency of drug delivery, ApDCs can be constructed with a 1:1 ratio of aptamer: drug by site-specific chemical conjugation or by physical complexation of drugs with aptamers. As an example, by exploring the characteristic aptamer conformation, chemotherapeutic agent doxorubicin (Dox) have been physically complexed with a PSMA-targeting aptamer at a 1:1 ratio via intercalation of Dox into an intrinsic double-stranded 5′-(GC)-3′ sites of this aptamer. ApDCs can also be developed by covalently conjugating aptamers with drugs. In an example of Dox, an ApDC was synthesized by conjugating Dox with a DNA aptamer sgc8 that specifically binds to PTK7 [137, 138] . Interestingly, during the conjugation of aptamers with drugs, the linkers can be designed to conditionally release the drug cargo at the desired tissue or subcellular organelles. For instance, an acid-labile hydrazone linker was utilized as the linker of sgc8-Dox ApDCs, such that Dox can be conditionally released in acidic tumor environment or in the acidic endosome or lysosome. It is also worth noting that, owing to the ability of aptamer sgc8 to be internalized into cancer cells, the corresponding ApDCs were also able to be internalized into cancer cells and thus ensured efficient intracellular delivery of drugs.
To maximize drug delivery efficiency, ApDCs can also be developed at a 1: n ratio of aptamer: drug, so that one aptamer can carry multiple copies of drugs. During conventional screening of chemotherapeutic drugs, highly toxic compounds are likely excluded due to severe toxicity to healthy tissues. A resulting trade-off is that the therapeutic potency might be moderate, and thus a relatively high dose of such drugs is required for optimal therapeutic efficacy. The ability of one ApDC construct to deliver multiple copies of drugs can partially overcome this limitation and increase therapeutic efficacy. For instance, taking advantage of physical drug complexation with the tandem 5′-(GC)-3′ or 3′-(GC)-5′ sites, a variety of ApDC derivatives have been developed by either employing the multiple intrinsic drug-intercalating sites in aptamers or by intentionally engineering a defined number of such drug-intercalating sites on aptamers. In one example, via a hybridization chain reaction (HCR), an ApDC, also called nanotrain in this case, was developed in which one aptamer was tethered with a long double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) that are composed with nearly 100% of drug-intercalating sites [133] (Fig. 3A) . Such design maximized the drug loading capacity and thus increase the drug delivery efficiency. These nanotrains proved efficient and specific for specific delivery of Dox into target cancer cells in a xenograft tumor model in mice. ApDCs can also be developed by chemically conjugating multiple drug copies with one aptamer molecule. In an example of ApDCs, multiple drug copies were site-specifically conjugated onto one aptamer molecule ( Fig. 3B ) via programmed automated nucleic acid synthesis using a prodrug-incorporated phosphoramidite [139] . Specifically, to develop an ApDC to deliver 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) for colon cancer therapy, a phosphoramidite prodrug for 5-FU was synthesized. The resulting phosphoramidite prodrug can then be synthesized at any predesigned positions in ApDCs on an automated DNA synthesizer using standard solid-phase DNA synthesis chemistry. As a result, ApDCs can be synthesized with multiple copies of drugs on one ApDC molecule. Note that, a photocleavable linker was also synthesized between 5-FU moiety and the backbone of phosphoramidite prodrug, thus allowing controllable drug release [139] . The resulting ApDC has proven to be selective and efficient in delivering 5-FU prodrug into target HCT116 colon cancer cells. As another example of constructing ApDCs with multiple drug copies on each aptamer, aptamer-drug adducts were synthesized using natural aptamer without any additional chemical modification [140] . Particularly, just like natural drug-genome adduct formation during druginduced apoptosis, ApDC adducts can be synthesized using aptamers and anthracycline drugs (e.g., Dox) and cisplatin, in a biofriendly reaction condition and in the presence of formaldehyde. The formaldehyde contributed a conditionally cleavable crosslinker between the Dox and the nucleotides on aptamers. It was further found that these anthracycline drugs were mainly conjugated on the guanosine, thus revealing an approach to the programmable and predictable synthesis of ApDCs. Note that, since the drug conjugation sites on aptamer structures are critical to ensure the functionalities of ApDCs and the specificity of drug delivery, the ability of chemically-defined ApDCs to be programmably synthesized represents another characteristic feature that make ApDCs promising for large-scale manufacture as well as clinical translation.
The ability to easily develop bispecific ApDCs is another example that testifies the potential of ApDCs. Indeed, bispecific antibody therapeutics have been sought after in the past decade [141, 142] . Bispecific antibody therapeutics [143] can be developed to target two different druggable sites, or deliver a therapeutic antibody via a targeting antibody to target cells, or engage cytotoxic T cell lymphocytes with target cancer cells via a bispecific T-cell engager (BiTE) [144] . To demonstrate the principle of bispecific ApDCs, a bivalent aptamer was constructed by simply conjugating two aptamers that target two different biomarkers via a dsDNA linker that can additionally load drugs for delivery (Fig. 3C) [145] . The resulting bispecific ApDCs demonstrated the ability of bispecific cancer cell detection and anticancer drug delivery. Bivalent ApDCs may provide a well programmable, and simple and cost-effective alternative to bispecific antibodies.
As a class of relatively small targeting ligands, aptamers work by active targeting of ApDCs to target sites. The drug delivery efficiency can be further enhanced by combining such ability of aptamers with the capabilities of nanocarriers for high-capacity drug loading and efficient passive targeted drug delivery by exploiting the characteristic enhanced permeation and retention (EPR) effect in many tumors as well as tissues that are undergoing inflammation. Towards this end, aptamernanocarrier conjugates have been extensively explored for targeted drug delivery, based on nanoplatforms such as liposomes, DNA/RNA nanostructures, and inorganic gold or silicon nanomaterials [146] [147] [148] (Fig. 3D) . For instance, biocompatible and biodegradable poly(ethylene glycol) -poly(lactic-co-glycolic-acid) (PEG-PLGA) nanoparticles have been functionalized with aptamers for targeted drug delivery [128, 136, [149] [150] [151] [149, 150] . The resulting nanoparticulate ApDCs proved the ability of targeted cisplatin delivery into PSMA-positive cancer cells [150, 152, 153] .
ApDCs for gene therapy
Gene therapy is an integral part of precision medicine. The past decades have witnessed historical breakthrough in mapping out the genetic foundations of many human diseases. Gene therapy is therefore a promising approach to treat diseases by correcting the corresponding genetic errors. The approaches to gene therapy can be at the genome level or transcriptome level. At the genome level, plasmids can be delivered into nuclei to allow genes of interest to be integrated within genomic DNA, or alternatively, the genome can be edited by technologies such as transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALEN) and clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)-Cas systems. In transcriptome approaches, mRNA functions can be inhibited by technologies such as antisense oligonucleotide technology, RNA interference (RNAi), as well as more recent CRISPR interference (CRISPRi). Like many other therapeutic agents, gene therapy agents by themselves lack specificity towards diseased cells, which make it critical to deliver the gene therapy agents specifically to diseased cells. To this end, aptamers may serve as the targeting ligands.
Viral gene therapy has been investigated for a long time. Despite the concerns over its safety and some setback in some clinical tests, recent progress has again proved that it is promising to treat many genetic ApDC approaches may been utilized to reduce the potential "off-target" effect in viral gene delivery. In this line of research, adeno-associated virus 2 (AAV2) vectors have been conjugated with multiple sgc8 aptamers, and the resulting sgc8-AAV2 construct significantly enhanced the delivery efficiency of AAV2, as demonstrated using a GFP gene as a model [154] (Fig. 4A) . In another example, aptamers were covalently modified on viral capsid surfaces for multivalent drug delivery [155] . Though no gene therapeutics have been used in these studies, they established the methodology to construct aptamer-viral vehicle conjugates that are potential for applications in targeted delivery of viral gene therapeutics. Perhaps ApDC-mediated gene therapy is more often studied in transcriptome approaches recently. By molecular engineering of nucleic acids, DNA/RNA aptamers can be programmably conjugated with nucleic acid gene therapeutics, ranging from small interfering RNA (siRNA), small hairpin RNA (shRNA), and microRNA (miRNA). The resulting gene therapeutic ApDCs have been studied for RNAi-based gene therapy in cancer as well as AIDS [58, [156] [157] [158] [159] . In an early example, aptamer-siRNA conjugates were constructed for specific delivery of siRNA into target cancer cells (Fig. 4B) [158] . In this study, by conjugating a PSMA-targeting aptamer with siRNAs that silence polo-like kinase 1 (Plk1) and B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl2), respectively, the resulting ApDCs specifically delivered siRNA into PSMA-positive LNCaP cells An example of ApDCs that was programmably synthesized using a phosphoramidite that carried a 5-FU prodrug via a photocleavable linker (inset: molecular structure of a prodrug-incorporating phosphoramidite). (C) As a mimic of bispecific antibody, a bi-specific ApDC was developed by simply linking two independent aptamers via a dsDNA linker, which was additionally harnessed for drug loading in bi-specific drug delivery. (D) A schematic representation of aptamer-functionalized nanocarriers for targeted drug delivery. without using any transfection agents, leading to target genes silencing and cell apoptosis. By contrast, these ApDCs siRNA constructs did not induce detectable apoptosis in PSMA-negative PC-3 cells. Remarkably, when intratumorally or intravenously administered to LNCaP tumorbearing mice, these ApDCs inhibited tumor growth and provided a strong preclinical evidence of ApDC-based gene therapy. Note that, for systemic administration, these aptamer-siRNA conjugates were systematically optimized by truncation of the aptamer sequence to reduce manufacture cost, by 2′-fluoropyrimidine modification to improve biostability, by PEGylation to increase circulation half-life, and by engineering the aptamer-siRNA conjugate structures to optimize the intracellular processing by the RNA-induced silencing complex. AptamersiRNA conjugates have further been explored for cancer therapy in combination with chemotherapy or radiotherapy. In an independent study, a similar PSMA-targeting aptamer-siRNA Bcl2 conjugate was studied to knockdown Bcl2 and sensitize cancer cells to cisplatin [58] . As another example, an ApDC was developed using PSMA-targeting aptamer and a shRNA, which is another form of RNA interfering gene therapeutics that can also be processed by RISC machinery [160, 161] . Particularly, the shRNA was designed to silence a DNA-activated protein kinase gene, which served as a target for radiosensitization, such that target prostate cancer tissues were selectively sensitized to radiation (Fig. 4B ) [160] . As a result, combination of these ApDCs with radiotherapy enhanced the therapeutic efficacy selectively in PSMA-positive tumor and reduced nontarget toxicity in healthy tissues. siRNA/shRNA-based ApDCs have also been studied to treat other types of diseases such as bone diseases and infectious diseases. Again, the implementation of nanocarriers in ApDC-mediated gene therapy may increase the loading capacity of gene therapeutics and hence enhance the therapeutic efficacy. Liposome is one of the most successful drug nanocarriers. The protective hollow compartments in liposomes are especially valuable to ensure the in vivo integrity and half-life of nucleic acid therapeutics, which, if not protected, can be rapidly degraded by nucleases and cleared from the body [66, 162, 163] . In one such study, as a potential bone anabolic strategy, liposome was modified with aptamers that specifically bind to osteoblast and loaded with an siRNA to silence osteogenic pleckstrin homology domaincontaining family O member 1 (Plekho1) as a potential bone anabolic strategy (Fig. 4B) [66] . This nanoconjugates specifically delivered siRNA into target osteoblasts, silenced target Plekho1, and consequently improved bone formation and microarchitecture, and increased bone mass. In another example, siRNA/shRNA-based ApDCs were studied for the treatment of AIDS [145, 161, 164, 165] . Specifically, an aptamersiRNA conjugate was delivered to T cells with an aptamer that inhibited glycoprotein 120 (gp120) and an siRNA that silenced HIV-1 tat/rev common exon sequence, thereby inhibiting HIV infection [164] .
Aptamer conjugates for immunotherapy
Immunotherapy has made historical breakthrough in the past few years, especially for the treatment of cancer [166] [167] [168] [169] . While current approaches of immunotherapy can modulate the functionalities of the immune system, most of these approaches are also accompanied with significant immune toxicities that can be even escalated in the scenarios of combination immunotherapy. To address this challenge, one strategy is to specifically deliver immunotherapeutics to the target tumor or immune cells. Towards this end, ApDCs are a promising platform. ApDCs have been studied to deliver immunomodulatory agents to confine immune costimulation to the tumor region, induce generation of neoantigens in tumor, block exhaustion-inducing immune checkpoints to reinvigorate functional immune cells, and prolong antitumor immunity. Note that, in addition to serving as targeting ligands, aptamers themselves can also work as immunotherapeutics and directly participate in the modulation of immune functions. The elucidation of critical molecular targets, such as immune checkpoints or immunostimulatory targets, opens the opportunities to develop immunotherapy by targeting these molecular sites. A variety of aptamers have been developed for immune checkpoints that are involved in immune suppression in cancer patients, such as programmed death receptor 1 (PD-1) or its ligand programmed death ligand 1 (PD-L1), cytotoxic T-lymphocyte associated protein 4 (CTLA-4), and T cell immunoglobulin-3 (TIM-3) [68, 69, [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] 170] . By molecular engineering of these aptamers with immunotherapeutics, ApDCs can be developed for specific delivery of immunotherapeutics. The principle of immunotherapy to treat diseases by modulating the immune system can be used for various diseases, including many types of cancer, infectious diseases, autoimmune diseases. In this article, we will focus on recent progress of ApDCs for cancer immunotherapy.
As mentioned above, aptamers can also serve as immunotherapeutics themselves (Fig. 5A) . In the context of cancer immunotherapy, therapeutic aptamers have been reported for immune checkpoints such as CTLA-4, PD-1, PD-L1, and Tim-3 for tumor immunotherapy [68, 69, [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] 170] . Given the unique features of aptamer therapeutics in terms of screening, manufacture, stability, as well as fast tissue penetration, aptamer inhibitors of immune checkpoints provide unique opportunities to develop cancer immunotherapy as an alternative to the current mainstream of antibody therapeutics. For instance, to develop aptamer antagonist to block CTLA-4 in cancer immunotherapy, a DNA aptamer was developed by cell-SELEX with a strong binding affinity (K d = 11.84 nM) [69] . This aptamer was also able to be internalized into lymphocytes, and inhibited tumor cell growth both in cultured cells and in tumor-bearing mice models. In another study, DNA aptamers were developed for PD-1 to block the immunoinhibitory PD-1/PD-L1 pathway, as a potential alternative approach to using antibody blockers for reversing immune evasion and provoking antitumor immunity [73] . The reported aptamer specifically binds to the extracellular domain of murine PD-1 and prevent PD-1 from complexation with PD-L1. PEGylated aptamer significantly inhibited the growth of colon carcinoma. Similarly, aptamers have been developed against PD-L1 to block the binding between human PD-1 and PD-L1 [74] . In mouse models, these aptamers promoted lymphocyte proliferation and suppressed the tumor growth. Further immune profiling revealed that these aptamers skewed the tumor immune microenvironment and potentiated the antitumor immunity, as evidenced by elevated levels of tumor infiltrating T lymphocytes, as well as intratumoral antitumor cytokines and chemokines such as tumor necrosis factor-α, interferon-γ (IFN-γ), interleukin-2 (IL-2), chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 9 (CXCL9), and CXCL10. TIM-3, an immune checkpoint that work by negatively regulation of effector CD4 + T cells and CD8 + CTLs, can also be blocked by aptamers [170] . An engineered trimeric anti-TIM-3 aptamer was found to block the functional interaction of TIM-3 with Galectin-9, leading to reduced cell death and enhanced survival of T cells and improved therapeutic efficacy in tumor-bearing mice. Beside immune checkpoints, costimulatory factors are also a class of critical molecular targets involved in antitumor immunostimulation. For instance, aptamers have been developed against costimulatory molecules OX40 and 4-1BB [68, 171, 172] . The activation of immunity that can eliminate malignant cells or virus-infected cells demands the induction of antigen-specific effector T cells. Launching potent and durable antitumor immunity requires at least two signals: first, a specificity signal from the complexes of antigen epitopes and major histocompatibility complexes (MHC), and second, the engagement of costimulatory molecules on activated T cells. For instance, the association of OX40 with its ligand is critical for optimal immunoactivation and immunotherapy efficacy [71] . Therefore, agonistic agents, including aptamers, have been developed to specifically stimulate OX40 on T cells, enhance cell proliferation, and promote the production of cytotoxic IFN-γ. Using aptamers as targeting and internalizing ligands, ApDCs have also been studied for intracellular delivery of immunotherapeutics (Fig. 5B) . Cancer development has been accompanied with the formation of multi-tier immunosuppression network that involved not only immune checkpoints on the cell surfaces, but perhaps even more inside cells. Targeting these intracellular immunomodulatory molecules is thus attractive for cancer immunotherapy, but delivering nonmembrane-penetrable immunomodulatory drugs into cells can be challenged by multiple cell surface or subcellular membrane barriers. Aptamers can be internalized into target cells together with their internalizing receptors, which makes the corresponding ApDCs promising for intracellular delivery of immunotherapeutics. Towards this goal, ApDCs have been developed using an anti-CTLA-4 aptamer and an siRNA for signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3) [70, 173] . CTLA-4 was overexpressed in tumor infiltrating CD8 + T cells in both mice and human patients, and thus the anti-CLTA-4 aptamer was able to deliver siRNA cargo into these T cells and get internalized into these cells. Internalized siRNA then mediated the silencing of STAT3, an intracellular mediator during tumor immunosuppression in intratumoral exhausted CD8 + T cells and Tregs, and CTLA-4-expressing malignant T cells. In preclinical animal studies, optimized ApDCs can be administered locally or systemically, resulting in dramatically reduced repertoire of tumor-associated regulatory T cells (Tregs). Such immunomodulation eventually contributed to potent inhibition of tumor growth and metastasis in multiple tumor models in mice. Remarkably, in immunodeficient mice bearing human T cell lymphomas, where CD8 + T cells overexpressed CTLA-4, treatment with these ApDCs promoted tumor cell apoptosis and inhibited tumor growth. In another study, DNA CpG oligonucleotide [174] , which recognizes and stimulates the Toll-like receptor 9 (TLR9) pathway, was explored as an aptamer-like targeting ligand to construct CpG-siRNA STAT3 . STAT3
is immunosuppressive also in many antigen presenting cells (APCs) by multiple mechanisms such as inducing antigen-specific T cell tolerance [175] [176] [177] . Moreover, STAT3 can also suppresses CpG-mediated immunostimulation [178] . To simultaneously activate TLR9 pathway and inhibit intracellular STAT3 pathway, CpG-siRNA STAT3 conjugate was developed to activate TLR9 by CpG, mediate intracellular delivery by CpG as well, and silence STAT3 upon internalization of CpGsiRNA STAT3 . Consequently, the dual functional CpG-siRNA STAT3 conjugate synergistically activated TLR9 pathway and disarmed STAT3 pathway in APCs [179] [180] [181] .
Another interesting application of siRNA-based ApDC immunotherapeutics is enhancing the antitumor immune memory and hence increasing the persistence of immunotherapy. Antitumor memory T cells are critical for the eradication of cancer cells and the prevention of cancer recurrence. Such memory cells have been proved beneficial for many approaches of immunotherapy ranging from adoptive cell transfer to tumor therapeutic vaccines. In addition to isolating natural memory T cells or inducing such cells by immunostimulatory agents, drugs have been developed to promote the differentiation of activated CD8 + T cells into memory cells. Such compounds, however, often lack of specificity and may cause adverse side effects if distributed to healthy tissues, and even undesirable immunosuppressive effect for drugs like mTOR inhibitor rapamycin. Targeted delivery of these drugs holds the potential to overcome these drawbacks. In one example, an aptamersiRNA conjugate was developed using an aptamer that targets 4-1BB and an siRNA that silences mTOR complex 1 (mTORC1) [182] . 4-1BB is a costimulatory factor on CD8 + T cells, and can thus guide the specific drug delivery into these T cells. Inhibition of mTORC1, but not its closely-related mTOR complex 2 (mTORC2), has been shown to promote CD8 + T cell memory. It is critical that the siRNA selectively silence mTORC1, but not mTORC2. As a result, the ApDCs were delivered into 4-1BB-positive CD8 + T cells, promoted the CD8 + T cell memory, and eventually enhanced vaccine-mediated antitumor immunity. By contrast, nonselective mTOR inhibitor, rapamycin, led to the inhibition of both mTORC1 and mTORC2 in CD8 + T cells, compromised the cytotoxicity of these CD8 + CTLs. It is worth noting that the ability of such ApDCs to delivery nucleic acid therapeutics such as siRNA into T cells, which are typically extremely difficult to transfect without additional transfection agents, make ApDCs particularly attractive for targeted immunomodulation and immunotherapy. In a similar study, ApDCs were developed for intracellular delivery of siRNA to silence IL-2 receptor (IL-2Ra), in order to attenuate IL-2 signaling in CD8 + T cells and then enhance the persistence of their antitumor efficacy [183] . Bi-specific aptamer conjugates are another class of ApDCs that hold unique potentials for cancer immunotherapy, due to the ease of bispecific aptamer engineering and the versatile functionalities of aptamers. For instance, bi-specific aptamers have been developed for tumor-specific delivery of immunotherapeutic aptamers, so that the immunomodulation can be largely confined in the tumor lesion and the off-target side effects can be attenuated. This is increasingly being appreciated in clinic management of cancer immunotherapy. Current cancer immunotherapeutics, such as immune checkpoint inhibitors, high-dose IL-2, or adoptive cell transfer, can all efficiently potentiate immunity, which promotes the antitumor immunity but at the same time can also activate self-reactive T cell responses (autoimmunity). Such drawback not only precludes dose escalation that may be necessary to exhausts the therapeutic potential, but may also lead to severe autoimmune diseases, including but not limited to type I diabetes resulting from autoimmunity against one′s own beta cells. To address this limitation, a bi-specific aptamer was constructed using one aptamer that target VEGF, which is broadly expressed in tumor stroma, and another aptamer that can modulate costimulatory molecules 4-1BB [172] . The resulting construct can specifically deliver immunomodulatory agonistic 4-1BB aptamers into tumor lesions for confined immunomodulation. Such construct showed potent and wide applicable tumor-confined costimulation, and elicited potent and relatively confined antitumor immunity in multiple preclinical models of subcutaneous tumors, postsurgical metastasis, drug-induced fibrosarcoma, and oncogene-induced autochthonous glioma. A similar approach was also studied using PSMA-targeting aptamers for tumor-targeted delivery of 4-1BB-modulating aptamers, and showed synergistic antitumor immunomodulation with anticancer vaccines [184] . This study suggests that potentiating naturally occurring antitumor immunity via tumortargeted costimulation could be an effective approach to elicit protective immunity to control tumor progression in cancer patients. These studies highlight the unique potential of bi-specific aptamer-based unique tumor immunotherapeutics.
Aside from nucleic acid therapeutics, ApDCs have the potential for targeted delivery of other types of therapeutics, such as peptides. For example, aptamers have been used for targeted delivery of peptide antigens. Efficient and specific delivery of peptide antigens to antigen presenting cells (APCs), especially dendritic cells (DCs) that are considered as "professional" APCs, is critical for effective antigen presentation and vaccine-mediated immunomodulation [185] . This is especially necessary for subunit vaccines, in which the subunit peptide antigens themselves can rarely be delivered to the desirable APCs. Targeted antigen delivery to DCs has been studied to improve antigen delivery. For example, an ApDC was developed by conjugating an aptamer with SIINFEKL, an MHC-I-restricted antigen epitope of ovalbumin (OVA) to target CD8 + dendritic cells (Fig. 5B ) [78] . The aptamer was selected to specifically bind to murine DEC205, a C-type lectin that is predominantly expressed on CD8α + DCs, a subpopulation of DCs that are efficient at antigen cross-presentation. The targeted antigen delivery led to efficient T cell proliferation and production of IFN-γ and IL-2, and was able to inhibit the growth of an OVA-expressing B16F10 murine melanoma in mice.
Tregs are relatively less often studied as the targets for anticancer immunomodulation and cancer immunotherapy. Part of the reason might be the difficulty to ensure the specificity of immunomodulation as there has thus far no a single biomarker that is exclusively on Tregs. One study exploited Foxp3, a marker that is mostly expressed in Tregs. Yet still, Foxp3 is an intracellular biomolecule that precludes ligand-mediated cell-specific drug delivery. An aptamer that target CD28 was studied in conjugation with a Foxp3 inhibitor called P60. Proof-of-the-principle studies have shown that such CD28-targeting ApDCs were able to deliver P60 to CD28-positive cells, including Tregs, and improve the therapeutic efficacy of P60 in combination of immunostimulatory anticancer vaccines [77] .
Like some other therapy modalities, nanotechnology has the potential to tremendously benefit ApDC-based cancer immunotherapy [186] [187] [188] [189] . One such benefit is to improve the drug delivery efficiency to tissues and cells because of the features of nanomedicines such as typically high drug loading capacity, efficient passive targeting, and rapid intracellular delivery. In one example, liposome was modified with an aptamer that targets IL-4Ra, which is overexpressed in tumor, for targeted delivery of immunostimulatory CpG to overcome the tumor immunosuppressive microenvironments [79] . The resulting nanoscale ApDCs were efficiently delivered into tumor tissues, and inhibited myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) and Tregs [190] in tumor. Consequently, the skewed tumor immune microenvironment contributed to the improvement of tumor immunotherapy in syngeneic mouse models.
ApDCs for radiotherapy
Radiotherapy is one of the main modalities for cancer treatment in clinic. Radiotherapy typically uses high-energy radiation to kill cancer cells, modulate the tumor immune microenvironment, and shrink tumors. The sources of high-energy radiation may be X-rays, gamma rays, and charged particles. Radiotherapy can be given in the form of external-beam radiotherapy, internal radiotherapy, as well as systemic radiotherapy. While external-beam radiotherapy, internal radiotherapy can be localized to specific regions of tumor lesions, systemic radiotherapy, which typically involves the injection of radioisotopes to allow the delivery of radioisotopes into diseased lesions, is often less specific (with exceptions such as the use of radioactive iodine ( 131 I) for systemic radiotherapy of thyroid cancer, as thyroid cells naturally take up 131 I.) Such less specific delivery of radioisotopes would harm healthy tissues and cells and cause adverse side effects, making targeted delivery of radioisotopes significant to reduce such side effects and improve the therapeutic efficacy of systemic radiotherapy. Targeting ligands, such as antibodies and aptamers, are promising for targeted delivery of therapeutic radioisotopes. One such example is ibritumomab tiuxetan (Zevalin®), which is a conjugate of ibritumomab that target CD20 on B lymphocytes and a tiuxetan that allow the chelation of radioisotopes, has been approved by the FDA to treat certain types of B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL) [191] . As "chemical antibodies", aptamers have also been investigated for targeted delivery of radiopharmaceuticals for bioimaging and radiotherapy. For radiotherapy, one study conjugated an anti-PSMA aptamer to PEGylated liposomes, which were then loaded with α-particle generating actinium-225 ( 225 Ac, half-life: 10 days), for specific delivery of 225 Ac to PSMApositive cancer [192] . In vitro studies demonstrated that these conjugates specifically delivered 225 Ac and killed PSMA-positive prostate cancer cells as well as human umbilical vein endothelial cells that were induced to express PSMA. While this study seems promising, vigorous in vivo studies are demanded to evaluate and optimize ApDCbased targeted radioisotopes. Some key challenges of systemic nucleic acid therapeutics, such as fast clearance from the body and typically high accumulation in liver and gall bladder, ought to be addressed for effective in vivo targeted radiotherapy. With the advancement of nucleic acid chemistry and the development of versatile nucleic acid modifications that enable resistance to nuclease degradation and prolong circulation, it is anticipated that ApDC-based radiotherapy could be substantially advanced.
ApDCs for phototherapy
Phototherapy, such as photodynamic therapy (PDT) and photothermal therapy (PTT), holds great potential for the treatment of a variety of diseases. In PDT, photosensitizers are activated by photons to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) [193, 194] that can subsequently attack their surrounding diseased cells. PTT appears to work by directly generating heat from photon energy, thereby killing cells. Due to the potential off-target toxicities of photosensitizers and PTT agents, there remains a need to specifically deliver these agents into diseased tissues or cells [43, [195] [196] [197] [198] [199] [200] [201] [202] . Therefore, targeted delivery of phototherapeutics is potential to minimize drug toxicity to healthy tissues both by target-specific drug delivery and by precisely controlling phototherapy-initiating external light source. For example, an ApDC of photosensitizer chlorin e6 (Ce6) was synthesized using an aptamer for interleukin 6 receptor (IL-6R) [43] . The resulting ApDC was specifically delivered to and internalized by target cells. Light irradiation induced apoptosis specifically in targeted cells treated with these ApDCs underwent, but cytotoxicity was undetectable in target cells treated with free Ce6 or in nontarget cells treated with the ApDCs. Since IL-6 and IL-6R play a pivotal role in the immune responses involved in many types of cancers and inflammatory diseases, such ApDCs might be promising to selectively kill target diseased cells. The application of ApDCs in PTT has been studied mainly by exploiting the ability of some nanomaterials to convert light energy into heat, resulting in hyperthermia-mediated toxicity. Nanomaterials studied for PTT include many types of gold nanomaterials [203] [204] [205] , polydopamine nanomaterials [206] , as well as carbon nanomaterials [207] that can be conjugated with aptamers for ligand-mediated active targeted delivery and EPR effect-mediated passive targeted delivery. In one example, cancer cell-targeting aptamers were conjugated with photothermal gold nanorods (AuNRs). The resulting aptamer-AuNR conjugates were thus coupled with both delivery specificity and high hyperthermia efficacy [208] , which consequently contributed to selective cytotoxicity upon irradiation with near infrared light. While using light irradiation can further increase the selectivity of phototherapy and reduce the toxicity in healthy tissue, one intrinsic drawback of phototherapy is that its application is often restrained to light accessible diseased tissues such as skin diseases or esophagus diseases.
Conclusions
It has been over two decades since aptamers were first described. Multiple unique features of aptamers arouse extensive interest in the development of aptamers as nucleic acids-based alternatives to antibodies and peptide ligands for versatile biomedical applications ranging from IVD, molecular imaging, drug delivery, to biomarker discovery and drug screening. Specifically, IVD could be benefited by fast aptamer probe generation, rapid and high-throughput large-scale manufacture in solution or on solid phase, straightforward molecular engineering and chemical modification, and robust chemical integrity and ability of conformational reconfiguration upon denaturation; bioimaging could be benefited by the fast aptamer screening and labeling, as well as rapid systemic clearance from the body; and targeted therapy (including targeted drug delivery) may benefit from the versatility of molecular targets of therapeutic interest, easy development of versatile ApDCs or aptamer therapeutics, tunable in vivo retention half-lives, as well as rapid and deep tissue penetration. While tremendous achievements have been achieved, multiple challenges have been revealed, such as limited biostability of natural nucleic acids, short in vivo half-lives in the context of aptamer-mediated therapy, as well as potential unwanted immunogenicity triggered via the recognition of nucleic acid by the immune system. Advancement of nucleic acid chemistry and biotechnology has made significant breakthrough to stabilize nucleic acids under physiological conditions, prolong in vivo retention, and mitigate any unwanted immunogenicity. For example, the biostability of nucleic acids can be dramatically enhanced by 2′-O-methyl and 2′-fluoro modifications on nucleotides [11, [209] [210] [211] , phosphorothioate backbone, as well as L-nucleotides. Moreover, the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of nucleic acid therapeutics can be improved by modification with chemical moieties or nanomaterials. For example, aptamers modified with PEG (40 kDa) resulted in prolonged half-lives to up to 1 day in rodents and 10 days in human [11, [210] [211] [212] (Fig. 6 ). These breakthroughs have set the stage for aptamers to be implemented in a wide variety of biomedical fields, including bioimaging and targeted therapy. Note that despite the FDA approval of multiple PEG-modified biomedicines, PEG may still elicit adverse immune responses. One aforementioned example is pegnivacogin anticoagulant, the phase III clinical trial of which was terminated partially because of PEG-induced immune responses [83] . This scenario calls for alternative technologies to improve the pharmacological behaviors while avoiding immune responses. Endogenous biomacromolecule-based drug delivery systems may have the potential to be tolerated by the immune system while still improving the in vivo pharmacological properties. Examples of such include bioconjugates of drugs with constant fragment (Fc) of antibodies and albumin. In the past few years, we have demonstrated a class of molecular albumin binders, namely Evans blue derivatives, were capable to dramatically prolong the in vivo half-lives of theranostic agents, such as chemotherapeutics [213] , immunotherapeutics [214] , radiotherapeutics [215, 216] , and imaging agents [217] [218] [219] , and consequently improve the therapeutic efficacy or imaging contrast. Our ongoing studies have demonstrated that such albumin-binding technology also dramatically enhanced the circulation half-life and the tumor accumulation of a cancer-specific nucleic acid aptamer (unpublished).
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